













































Reversible expansion of an ideal gas

Reversible means system is at equilibrium at all times
so equation of state can be used in path integrals

w Jpdv fn dV

path path

PextIsothermal Expansion of ideal gas
If systemis in a constant temperature gasbath Then process will be isothermal
i e work is no longer a path integral V

T
assume closed system i.e n is constant

Vf
w nrt nrteifiiwnorkeudeos.IE issofnsE2ae

expansion of idealgas
V

Also recall That Um RT or RT for ideal mono or diatonicgas
That means for an isothermal process That ST O E DU 0

Using the 1st law we find
in isothermalSU O g t W or G w reversible process

and
heatflow in tosystem

of W n RTL w VI in reversibleisothermal
Vi expansion of idealgas



Adiabatic Expansion of Ideal gas
Instead of a const temperature bath let's use
adiabatic walls i.e q o and calculate work Pext
from expansion
In this case temperature willchange so it can't
be factored out of The integral gas adiabatic

V walls
w JnR dV

path
So we'll take a different approach
with an adiabatic wall we know dU dw tdq

and we also know dot Cv which rearranges to

Tf
dU Cdt dw Thus w DT CrJdt Cr DT

f ti T
assume need to

independent
since dw DT pdV of Tin Ti tf find ST

use ideal gas E as I write C dT nR DV

rearrange one Rdf
Tf Vf

DVand integrate
um fDTI RJ J

to get Ti Vi

a men Ren

re call for ideal gas That can Cv m R

So cv.nlwtf Kam Cun lN i



and rearranges to en Iff ETI l l Fif
define j G.mkv.rs and we get

Iff Yi Reversible adiabatic
ideal gas expansion

To get work we 1st calc DT

DT Tf Ti Ti Yi 1
and get

w ast atiflyi.gr if
bio awdoirakatic

of ideal gas
we can sort out the pressure behavior by putting

8 l
Tiz pivi is Tf Path into ftp Yein R n R

to get Pip Yi whichrearranges to

piVit p VE reversible adiabatic
expansion of ideal gas

compare this to Boyle's law

P Vi PfVf
reversible isothermal
expansion of ideal gas



Free Irreversible Expansion of gas into a vacuum

gas

what is The work done by system in this expansion
w o since gas is expanding against zero pressure

dw PexDV

2Ino
Volume
doubles but
Pex is zero

what is the temperature change when an idealgas undergoesfree expansion
In the case of an ideal gas U depends only on T

Therefore SU O implies S T O for an ideal gas

What is IT when a real gas undergoes free expansion
Joule realized That a real gasmightchangetemperature on expansion

as realgasescapes into low pressureregiond its attraction to molecules behind it cause it to
slow down

an idealgaswould not slowdown since it
experiences no intermolecularattractions

d
average distance

betweenET z molecules

withincreasing pressure the average distance between gasmolecules decrease
cHowdoestheaveragepotentialand kineticenergies vary with intermolecular
distance



at minimumpotentialenergykinetic energ highesttemperature9 is highest

If
minimumuoa Potential

1 Energy
intermolecular distance

Averageintermolecular distance increases as gas expands
If we couldexpand gas and keep u constant then temperaturewouldchange as total energyis convertedbetweenpotential kinetic

c We can do this with free expansion into a vacuum

In 1845 Joule tried to measure thischange in temperature

t i
flow betweenThemand shouldlead
to a measure ablechangein the bath
temperature

Joule wanted to measure the change in temperature withvolume at constant internal energy i e

which is called The Joule coefficient for an

ideal gas this is zero

Joule found no measure able temperature changein this experiment The results were inconclusive
because the heat capacity of the bath was too largeand the temperature change was too small to measure

Joule Thomson process
Later in 1852 Joule and Thomson aka Lord Kelvin
found a way to avoid the use of a bath and measure
a similar quantity now called The Joule Thomson
coefficient

µg
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for an ideal gas MTT 0 because It _Ut pV cRTtn RT
i e if H is constant then I must also be constant so

dT O and leg 0 ideal gas

Let's look at Their approach to measure Mor
adiabatic walls

Pi PigvigTi

porousplugupnietossmore

f funipfoesmsure

PfgVfGTE Pf

Theexpansion process is carried out reversibly
In this process the gas on The left flows through The
porous plug from a region of uniform constant pressureand temperature pi and Ti into a region of uniformand lower constant pressure and also different constant
Uniform temperature Tfl
This is like an adiabatic expansion of a gas except the
porous plug acts as a throttle to cause an abruptdropin pressure
The pressures Pi and Pf are controlled while thetemperatures
Ti Tf and volumes Vi Vf are measured

Work done on left wi pi o Vi pvi
work done on right Wf Pf Vf O pfVf
total work is Wnet wit Wf piVi PfUf



Since process occurs adiabatically we have

A U Uf Uf Wnet piVi PfVf
rearranging gives Uft PfVf Uit Pi Vi

This is an
Itf Hi isenthalpic

process
As the pressure difference sp Pf p is made
smaller The ratio

TpI i tf goes to oft in thepligito that

Thesign of Mit can change for a gas depending on temperature
and pressure
WhenMIT 0 gas temperature decreases on expansion
whenMyers0 gas temperature increases on expansion

How would you explain at the atomic scale why
Not can be negative i e why a gas temperaturewould increase on expansion

heating
cooling



This Joule Thomson effect is used to liquefy gases

To liquifyhelium
JouleThomsonCool Nz and use it
to cool Hz gas down tonegative Msr region
JouleThomsonCoolHz and use it
to cool Hegas down to
negative Msr region
JouleThomsonCoolHe into liquid

n 4 K



WhatisThedifference between Cv Cp in real gases
We'vejust seen That U can change with volume as well
as temperature in a real gas
Let's write the exact differential
dU dolt DT Y dV dq t d w dg p dV

J T 1st law
Cv zero for ideal gasbut not real gas

rewrite as dU Cud Tt dV dq pdV
which rearranges to

dq CvdTt Gtf tp dV

This expression will hold at constant pressure so

Cp DT p Cv DT pt Gtf tp dV
p

to get Cp G t If ttP p
In a gas The 2Nd term is significant in a solid or liquid
and in an ideal gas is R we expect Thisterm to be small
Let's look more closely at so a goodapproxis c p z Cv i n
Here's a helpful calculus trick solids liquids
for any 3 variables satisfying fCx y z 0
we can write

cooxjyz.co 8E y I
Thus we can write Ef gut I



identifying gut and rearranging gives

III f u
a or

u aCgIIu
so l o for an ideal gas Jacokefficient


